
 

There is a mistake in the itinerary - the church at Dodderhill is St Augustine not St Peters oops, 
sorry. 
 
How to get to Salwarpe Church avoiding a CLOSED ROAD: 

 
1.   If approaching DROITWICH SPA from ALCESTER (Feckenham/Hanbury) direction on B4090: 
      ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
After passing the marina and over a series of mini roundabouts, travelling into Droitwich on the B4090, you will 
arrive at a main set of traffic lights (by David Neville's Furniture Shop). 
 
Cross straight over and follow Saltway passing Waitrose and the Fire Station continuing for about half a mile and 
going round a left hand bend with Morrisons appearing. 
At the roundabout turn right (Signed A4133 Tenbury Wells, Ombersley, Leisure Centre) and follow Ombersley Way 
for about a quarter of a mile (passing light industrial units, the road off to the station), and pass over the railway 
bridge  arriving at another roundabout. 
At this second roundabout turn left and follow Ombersley Way (Signed A4133 Tenbury Wells, Ombersley) for 
about three quarters of a mile 
Take the first (and only) left = NEW CHAWSON LANE, passing through the houses and under the bypass, and 
continue for approximately a mile (is now just Chawson Lane) to the end - T junction. 
At the T-junction turn right and continue for about a third of a mile to the Church. (Parking on canal bridge). 
 
 
 
2 If approaching DROITWICH SPA from M5 JUNCTION 5: 
   ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Take A38 (S) towards WORCESTER - (DROITWICH SPA) 
 
After about 1 and a half miles having passed the Robin Hood and later, the Chateau Impney,  go over the traffic 
lights keeping on the A38  (Droitwich bypass = Roman Way) towards WORCESTER.  
 
After about a mile (of dual carriageway) you will arrive at a large roundabout. 
 
Go straight over this roundabout (second exit) keeping on the A38 (Droitwich bypass) towards WORCESTER. 
 
After about two thirds of a mile (keeping in the left lane of this second section of dual carriageway) take the 
next exit - signed A4133 Ombersley, CHAWSON and LEISURE CENTRE, but also keep in left hand lane on this 
slipway exit road. 
 
At the junction/roundabout (beware!) at the top of the slipway TURN LEFT signed TOWN 
CENTRE/CHAWSON/LEISURE CENTRE 
=========================================================================================
=============== 
 
Follow road, initially down slight hill, for about a third of a mile and shortly after 30MPH signs TURN RIGHT 
into NEW CHAWSON LANE. 
 
Follow NEW CHAWSON LANE passing through the houses and under the bypass, and continue for approximately 
a mile (has now become Chawson Lane) to the end - T junction. 
At the T-junction turn right and continue for about a third of a mile to the Church. (Parking on canal bridge). 
 
 
PLEASE NOTE: 
Copcut Lane, from the A38 on the Worcester side of Droitwich, which leads down to Salwarpe is closed at the junction 
with the A38 - hence the need to follow one or other of the above directions! 
 
IF YOU REQUIRE ANY ASSISTANCE FINDING THE CHURCH, PLEASE RING ME ON 07842 250824 - Steve 
Townsend 
 
 

 


